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Blueberry Hollow
Perfectly located 2 blocks

to town & 4 blocks to
the beach. Stunning 
custom home with 

tasteful finishes & large
chef's gourmet kitchen. 

$2,150,000
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For Clyde Ross, simplicity 
is the ultimate beauty

YOU CAN learn a lot about Clyde Ross
by looking at the walls of his home. Other
than the young Lab
napping nearby, and
his three sons, now
grown and gone,
what matters most is
represented on the
walls. In particular,
across a space adja-
cent  to the hearth,
hang framed photos
of his inspirations:
author Yukio
Mishima, activist and
author Langston
Hughes, marine biol-
ogist Ed Ricketts,
author John
Steinbeck, poet and
novelist James Joyce,
and Anna May
Wong, the first Asian American actress to
gain international recognition.

Perhaps even more telling is the novel
resting on the coffee table, its pages dog-
eared and marked with underlining and
notes. It was December 1989 when Ross first
read “Walden,” by Henry David Thoreau, a
reflection on living simply in natural sur-
roundings, and on spiritual discovery and
self reliance. And Ross knew, even as he
waded through the book’s carefully crafted
pages, his life was changing. It was time to
simplify his life.

Born in Yokohama, Japan,
and raised in Los Angeles,
Ross was primed to be suc-
cessful. After graduating from
UC Santa Barbara with a
bachelor’s degree in English
literature and economics, he
received an MBA from California Lutheran
University, and then enrolled at UCLA to
pursue graduate work in cosmetic chemistry.

After all that schooling, he was rewarded
with a job offer from General Mills. 

“It had been my dream to work for the
great American company from the Midwest,”
he said. 

Ross was working in skincare ingredi-
ents, the precursor, he says, to the skincare
industry. When the company expanded to
international operations overseas, Ross
moved, with his wife and three small sons, to
Japan. For four years, he worked 12-hour
days, complete with a grueling commute on
crowded trains. Ross remembers working
one summer and all the way to Christmas
without a day off.

“But after I read ‘Walden,’” said Ross, “I
realized I was living a life that wasn’t true to
me. This prompted me to leave Japan and the
company where I had found such success.
The heck with staying on the career path that
made sense. It was time to make life more
satisfying for me and for my family.”

Ross had visited Carmel once before. As
he thought of the scenic village by the sea, he
imagined no longer moving somewhere to
make a living, but moving because he want-
ed to make a life. 

“In March of 1991,” he says, “I flew to
Minnesota to talk with my boss at General

Mills. The place hid under a beauti-
ful blanket of snow. I took a deep
breath and almost froze my lungs.
Then I flew to Massachusetts and
visited Walden Pond. I walked
through the mist to the pond where
the cabin had been, and sat where
Thoreau had lived. There I sat, in the
morning gloom, wondering what to
do, and weighing all the money and
opportunity I had against my desire
to bring my children to the beauty of
Carmel. I struggled there for four
hours by that pond. And then I flew
to California.”

Ross quickly came up with a
business to sell cosmetic ingredients
to large companies, among them
Shiseido amd L’Oréal. Finding a
mentor in Congressman Sam Farr,

he rented a space at Seventh and Monte
Verde. As his business grew, he moved it to
the Barnyard. Following a divorce, Ross sold
it to focus his energies on raising his sons.

But it took open-heart surgery at
Community Hospital of the Monterey
Peninsula to get Ross to realize he hadn’t
really simplified his life. 

“I could feel something was wrong,” says
Ross. “My general practitioner said I was
fine. But my cardiologist put his hand on my
shoulder and said, ‘I have good news and bad

news.’ I asked for the bad news, which was
that I had two clogged arteries, one of which,
the main left anterior artery, was 100 percent
blocked. He was going to have to crack me
open and do a double bypass. I never asked
him about the good news.”

This was when Ross had another
“Thoreau moment.” He felt his life was not
over. He began to think in terms of rebuild-
ing his body and reconstructing his life. His
first walk was 45 seconds, and then 60. He
went to the gym, took up running, changed
his diet, found moments of quiet in his day
and, ultimately was able to complete the Big
Sur Half Marathon.

He also changed his view of the skincare
industry. He now reviles, he says, the popular
standard of beauty that is neither relevant nor
obtainable. 

After two years of research and product
development, Ross released a four-product
skincare system, based on his core values of
integrity, simplicity, innovation and life affir-
mation. The company that makes it is called
AspireLife.

“I strive to provide tangible benefits to
the people I am serving that will improve
their lives in a real and significant way,” he
says. “I live to make a positive difference in
people’s lives.”

When you care enough 
to send the very best

EVERY YEAR, Mary and I decorate
our bookshelves with the holiday cards we
receive. They add color and sparkle to the
season, and make it look like we have a lot of
friends.

One aspect of getting older is that every
year you send and receive fewer and fewer
cards. My address list has shrunk more than

I have. 
I like some cards more than others. The

ones that have a hand written note and signa-
ture inside (nothing stamped or printed) give
the impression that a real person sent the
card. 

Some cards are funny — a few uninten-
tionally so. Nothing is more humorous than
some mass-mailed Christmas letters from
the perfect families you never knew you
knew. Visiting one such family in Florida a
few years back, we were shocked to discover
they were not the Ozzie and Harriet types
portrayed in their annual holiday letters.   

A few cards are religious. I got a card this
year saying that Jesus is watching over me. I
hope so. Even though I’m Jewish, I need all
the help I can get.

Then there are the institutional cards from
virtual strangers — banks, insurance compa-
nies and the like. The most depressing one
this year came from my doctor, reminding
me of what a great customer I’ve become. 

Photo cards are fun. They show how peo-
ple change from year to year. One family we
know has multiplied from two to 32 in four
decades. Proof positive they’ve been very
busy. It’s a wonder they ever found time to
send out cards. The entire clan dresses up in
matching garb for their yearly portrait.
Multiple generations in color-coordinated
outfits — including their five cocker
spaniels. No cats, though. Cats would never
tolerate such nonsense. 

We get a yearly glamour portrait from a
Hollywood couple. They haven’t aged in
over 40 years. Somewhere in their closet
must be a Christmas card from Dorian Gray.
I imagine they get a lot of greeting cards
from cosmetic surgeons.

We don’t save any of our holiday cards.
Now in our de-clutter phase, we toss a lot of
stuff to save some lucky stiff the pleasure of
pitching it after we’re gone. 

Our cards go where all greeting cards,
giftwrap, ribbons and decorations end up —
to landfill heaven.

Over the years, I have saved a few greet-
ing cards. From loved ones no longer with
us, and one or two clever cards from fellow
entertainers. My favorite came from comedi-
an Phyllis Diller. 

Phyllis’s holiday greetings were always
original. Some were sentimental, others were
serious. Most were funny. She wrote the
words and did the artwork — whimsical
drawings, sketches and paintings. 

I interviewed Phyllis for my book, “The
Great Comedians Talk About Comedy.” She
was the queen of standup then. A housewife

turned humorist whose outrageous persona
and trademark cackle underscored a brilliant
comedy mind. Most of her jokes were self-
deprecating. 

She poked fun at her looks — “Today I
spent 10 hours at the beauty parlor. And that
was just for the estimate.” 

Her domestic deficiencies  — “The best
way to eliminate kitchen
odors is to eat out.”  

Her wacky wardrobe —
“… by Omar of Omaha.”  

Her age — “If I were a
building, I’d be condemned.
I had to stop exercising — I
can’t stand the noise.”

The following poem is from her last
Christmas card, the one I treasure most. On
the cover was a self-portrait in a big red hat,
painted with the style and color sense of a
madcap Matisse. Inside she wrote:

“Twas a week after Christmas
And all through the house

Nothing would fit me
Not even a blouse.

I searched through my closet
For something to wear

But my clothes had all shrunk
It just isn’t fair.
I didn’t indulge

Well — maybe a little
A few pieces of fudge

A bit of nut brittle.
But it isn’t my fault

It’s the Holiday Season
I can’t say “NO”

Without a good reason.
So I hope you’ll excuse

The rather sad fact
I’m writing this greeting

Wearing only my hat.
LOVE,
Phyllis

After receiving that card, I sent this
response:

“Twas a month after Christmas
And all thorough our house

Were the Hallmark-style cards
Sent to me and my spouse.
From all over the country

In bunches they came
From loved ones and family

They all read the same:
“Wishing You and Yours
Happy Holiday Cheer.”

Predictable stuff
Year after year.

Not one artful card
Or original thought

Those mass-produced greetings
By the millions were bought.

But then in December
Came my once-a-year thriller
The only card to remember

From my friend, Phyllis Diller
HAPPY NEW YEAR,

Larry
P.S.

I wish that I could draw and paint
But talented like you I ain’t

So I send this wish the best I can —
With respect and love from your biggest

fan!

Clyde Ross

Great Lives
By LISA CRAWFORD WATSON

Wilde Times
By LARRY WILDE


